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The young girl flinches as she’s sewn into a suicide vestA young girl detonates her suicide vest
on a crowded London bus. Ex-SAS covert agent Gabriel Wolfe is caught up in the carnage.
Rushing to help the bleeding and traumatised victims he sees his own bloodied face reflected in
hundreds of steel ball-bearings. The nightmarish vision triggers his PTSD but it also goads him
into action.Wolfe calls his boss at The Department. ‘I want to find the man who ordered this. Find
him. And kill him. That man is a delusional French psychopath called Christophe Jardin.Fine
wine, classical music … and extreme violenceThe angry child of upper-class Marxists, Jardin
has a taste for classical music, fine wine and extreme violence.Styling himself ‘Père Christophe’,
he runs a pseudo-religious cult deep in the Ebook Topsian rainforest in Brazil. He recruits his
disciples in London then selects the prettiest and the most vulnerable to join him at his
compound where he indulges his depraved appetites.To get to Jardin, Wolfe will have to face
down a sadistic Colombian cartel boss and a vicious biker gang.“To join us you must give up
everything”Working alongside Metropolitan Police anti-terror officers, Gabriel infiltrates the cult
by posing as a willing disciple. But when he travels to Brazil, things go badly wrong. Lost and
alone in the cult's compound in the Brazilian rainforest, Gabriel is tortured, brainwashed and
fitted with his own suicide bomb.With the stakes raised to breaking point, Gabriel needs to draw
on all his training and resources to avoid obliterating a crowd of civilians at the launch of a new
power station before returning to confront the man he came to kill. Where he receives a mind-
numbing shock that almost destroys him.Readers’ opinions“A hundred miles an hour adventure
tale which starts with a suicide bombing of a London bus. On a trail of vengeance Gabriel travels
far and wide to avenge these deaths and nearly becomes a victim himself in the hands of a cult
that has death at its heart. The tension lasts throughout this well told tale. You'll find it hard to put
it down.”Richard Cole“The pace of the narrative is fantastic and draws you right on to the next
chapter. I really like the way Andy Maslen creates his locations. Whether the hero is in Oxford
Street or in the jungle or the English countryside, he somehow manages to conjure up all the
sights, sounds and smells to convince you it's real.”H.V. Sherborne“I really enjoyed this book,
only problem is that it is hard to put it down! Have bought more and now on book 5. Fantastic
throughout!”JessieThe third book in an enthralling seriesThis fast-paced, thriller is packed full of
break-neck action. Be prepared to lose sleep as you promise yourself ‘just one more chapter’.A
hero like no otherReaders have compared Wolfe to other familiar action heroes. Jack Reacher.
John Milton. Ben Hope. Spider Shepherd. Mitch Rapp. But in truth he is his own man.He's no
super-soldier or indestructible man-mountain. If he's shot, he bleeds ... and he hurts. His PTSD,
which he battles along with his country’s enemies, gives his missions a sharper edge.But make
no mistake. Wolfe is a good man to have on your side in a tight spot. And he always finds time to
help those in trouble, whether or not they are paying for his services.DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY
OF CONDOR NOW



About the AuthorAndy Maslen was born in Nottingham, in the UK, home of legendary bowman
Robin Hood. Andy once won a medal for archery, although he has never been locked up by the
Sheriff. He has worked in a record shop, as a barman, as a door-to-door DIY products salesman
and a cook in an Italian restaurant. He eventually landed a job in marketing, writing mailshots to
sell business management reports. He spent 10 years in the corporate world before launching a
business writing agency, Sunfish, where he writes for clients including The Economist, Christie's
and World Vision. Andy completed the first draft of his first novel - Trigger Point - in six weeks,
after deciding to embrace his destiny and "be" a writer. He has also published five works of non-
fiction, on copywriting and freelancing, with Marshall Cavendish and Kogan Page. He lives in
Wiltshire, with his wife, two sons and a whippet named Merlin. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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FirefightAcknowledgmentsAlso by Andy MaslenAbout the AuthorFor Jane and Charles
Kingsmill,with love and affection.1GOD’S TEARSTHE NINETEEN-YEAR-OLD GIRL formerly
known as Eloise Alice Virginia Payne, and now simply as Child Eloise, stood trembling in front of
the older woman. She was naked but for a pair of white cotton briefs and a much-washed, plain
white bra, the thin straps frayed at the points they crossed her bony shoulders. They’d given her
an extra cup of the sacrament that morning, and now she was blinking rapidly and couldn’t stop
clenching her jaw. She was thin, and her skin was so pale the blue of her veins showed clearly
down her neck onto her breastbone, and on the insides of her thighs.The insides of her forearms
were laddered with fine white scars.The room in which she was standing was on the top floor of
a sand-coloured, terraced house on a crescent flanking London Zoo. It was flooded with pale
September sunlight that caught the fine, blonde hairs on Child Eloise’s arms and legs.“Will it
hurt, Aunt?” she asked.The short, silver-haired woman pushed her glasses higher up on her
beaky nose, and took the dressmaking pins from between her thin lips to answer.“No, child. You
will feel God’s breath on you, that is all, just as Père Christophe taught you. Then you will be with
the Creator, safe and sound. Now, hold still while I finish your raiment.”The young girl stood,
trying to be still, but the muscles in her legs quivered in a relentless beat. She tried to imagine
what it would be like. A flash of light and heat, and then some sort of awakening in Heaven.
Would God actually be there to meet her? What if he was busy? But Père Christophe was clear
on this point of doctrine. She was doing His will by serving Père Christophe, and of course He
would be aware of that and would be there, ready to receive her.As she shuddered and



quivered, frowning with the effort of standing still, her aunt pulled the cotton garment over her
head and down her narrow torso. It had no sleeves or collar. It did have a series of ten sagging
pockets that circled her chest like something a hunter or a fisherman would have on his jacket,
each three inches wide, three deep, and nine from top to bottom.With a few deft stitches, her
aunt sewed a narrow strip of cotton from front to back between the young woman’s legs, forming
a crude leotard.“There!” Aunt said, standing back to admire her handiwork. “All finished. Now we
just need to fill those pockets and you're ready for your glorification.”Three miles away, Harry
Barnes was getting ready for another day's sightseeing. He was a trim sixty-three, and he liked
to keep in shape playing golf and the odd game of tennis. He had a year-round tan, and he
thought it set off his close-set, pale-blue eyes just fine. Since the divorce had come through, he'd
been enjoying “every goddamned minute” of his life, as he'd put it to a fellow he'd met the
previous night in a pub, over a couple of pints of that weird, flat, British beer. That included this
no-expense-spared, two-week vacation to the UK.The day looked like it was going to be fine. But
Harry was from Reno, Nevada, where he managed a casino, and counted anything below
seventy as dangerously chilly. He shrugged on his fawn windbreaker over the sweater, and the
tattersall shirt and undershirt he'd already tucked into his grey pants. What did the Brits call
them? Trousers? Funny word.He sauntered down the short path from his hotel to the street,
pausing on the edge of the black-and-white-chequered tiles to admire the park and its trees
opposite the hotel. Back where Harry came from, there wasn’t a whole lot of greenery.
Bayswater, in contrast, was verdant, and full of other tourists, folks heading to work, even a party
of kids, all wearing plum-and-grey school uniforms with matching caps or floppy felt bonnets, like
something out of Masterpiece Theatre. They were being led in a crocodile by a pretty young
redhead in a lime-green dress with patent leather pumps. She reminded him of his daughter,
who’d sided with his ex-wife and currently wasn’t speaking to him.No bus in sight, but Harry
didn't mind. Linda had been the one who was always in such a hurry. Well, now she'd rushed off
with half his money and her skiing instructor, so fuck her. Harry liked waiting. Gave a man time to
think.Gabriel Wolfe sat at a small, circular, brushed aluminium table outside an Italian café on
the northern end of Regent Street. From his vantage point on Biaggi's pocket-handkerchief-sized
terrace, he looked south to Oxford Circus, a throbbing crossroads where pedestrians swarmed
around the junction, pushed and jostled their way down into the tube station beneath the
pavement, or darted across the road in front of hooting taxis and buses groaning with
passengers.He sipped his flat white, savouring the smooth, strong coffee beneath the foamy
milk, and took a mouthful of the delicately lemon-flavoured cake. It had been brought to him a
few minutes earlier by the owner, a scrawny old guy who still spoke in a strong Italian accent
despite having lived in London, as he told Gabriel, “since the sixties. Swingin’ London an’ all
that, innit?”The day was bright, and the bite in the air was counterbalanced by the warmth of the
sunshine on his face. It was “a real Indian summer,” as his father would have declared it before
finishing his tea and toast, folding his newspaper under his arm, ruffling his son’s straight black
hair and heading off to his job as a diplomat in Hong Kong.Gabriel's three-piece Glen plaid suit



in a lightweight grey wool was perfectly suited to the temperature. Today, he’d paired it with a
pale lavender shirt, a knitted black silk tie, and a pair of highly polished black brogues. He was
on his way to meet a prospective client: the CEO of a firm that offered close protection to foreign
celebrities and VIPs visiting London. She wanted help training her operatives, as she called
them. Firearms, unarmed combat, defensive driving—bread and butter for Gabriel, and very well-
paid bread and butter at that. Early for the meeting, he'd stopped for breakfast on this wide
boulevard, only a hundred yards or so from the streaming crowds of London's main east-west
thoroughfare, but as quiet as a village high street in comparison.With a clatter from its diesel
engine, a very high-mileage example to judge from the grey smoke rolling out from its exhaust
pipe, a car drew up at the kerb, blocking his view across the street. Nothing fancy. A silver Ford
Mondeo, one of millions like it on Britain's roads, with the rear windows blacked out with plastic
film. A common-enough modification these days, when every suburban middle-manager wanted
to look like a drug dealer. From the rear seat, a young woman got out. Her hair was blonde and
cut short, but nothing stylish. In fact, it looked like someone had done it for her at home using
kitchen scissors. Her shoulders were hunched inside a black, padded jacket, and the muscles
around her pale blue eyes were tight. She kept grimacing as if she had just tasted something
unpleasant. Her mouth would stretch wide, then release again. He caught a glimpse of a middle-
aged woman ushering her from her seat, gold-framed glasses glinting as a shaft of sunlight
penetrated the gloomy interior of the car.Without looking back, the young woman shuffled down
the street towards Oxford Circus.Harry was enjoying himself. He’d caught the 94 bus after ten
minutes' wait and was sitting on the top deck chatting with a new friend. Her name was Vivienne
Frost. She was a little younger than Harry, fifty-eight or nine, maybe. No wedding ring. She was a
looker all right, and Harry told her so after a little idle conversation about the weather.“My ex-wife
would kill for hair like yours,” he said. “Real natural blonde, none of that peroxide stuff. It kills the
shine, and probably the planet too, for all I know.”“Quite the Sir Galahad, aren’t you?” Vivienne
replied, patting her hair and smiling. Her lips were a pale pink and seemed to shimmer in the
light coming through the grimy windows of the bus. Harry was close enough to see the way
traces of lipstick had worked their way into thin creases that ran over the edge of her upper
lip.“Hey, at my age, we call it like we see it. Am I right? Plus, we got taught good manners, which
in my book includes complimenting a beautiful woman on her looks.”He really hoped he hadn't
just overdone it, but Vivienne seemed happy enough with this gentle flirting. Her figure was just
what Harry liked, too—round in all the right places, and none of that bony, sucked-in look so
many of his ex-wife’s friends paid so much to achieve. “Why wouldn’t a woman want to look like a
woman?” Harry had asked Linda one day when they were still talking.“Jesus, Harry, you’re such
a fucking dinosaur,” had been her baffling reply, leaving Harry none the wiser but one tick closer
to hiring a divorce lawyer.As the bus lumbered along the start of Oxford Street, they stared down
at the tacky tourist shops. Displays of T-shirts emblazoned with union jacks jostled for pavement
space with circular racks of sunglasses and displays of miniature red telephone boxes,
bearskinned soldiers in sentry boxes, and teddy bears dressed like Yeomen of the Guard. Just in



front of them, a bright-yellow metal fitting was vibrating in time with the big diesel engine some
ten feet below them. The buzz was loud enough to make Harry have to raise his voice.“This
could be a bit forward of me,” Harry said, after clearing his throat, “but would you have some time
this morning to see a couple of sights with an American on his first trip to the United Kingdom of
Great Britain?”He held his breath as he waited for Vivienne to answer. She checked her watch.
Rolex Oyster Lady-Datejust, a nice model, Harry noted with a professional’s glance. You could
tell a lot about a person by their choice of watch. Then she looked at him. And smiled.“You know
what, Harry? I think I might.”Harry smiled right back.Something about the young woman had
troubled Gabriel. Now, his antennae were flickering and twitching, and a thin blade of fear was
lying on its edge inside his stomach. She’d looked anxious, but so did lots of people. She was so
tense she couldn't walk easily. Her coltish legs looked uncoordinated, as if she had only learned
how to use them a few hours earlier. A job interview? The clothes didn't look right. Black jeans,
black quilted jacket. And no makeup, which would have been a good idea, as her eyes were red
from crying. She'd looked skinny. The jeans were narrow cut, but her thighs didn't even fill them.
Her wrists looked bony, too. Yet her body appeared bulbous, bulky somehow, even allowing for
the stuffing of the jacket.No, it wasn't the woman herself. It was her ride. After she'd left the car,
the driver had executed a rapid U-turn in the street, tyres screeching on full lock as their treads
scraped across the tarmac, forcing a taxi to slam its brakes on and the cabbie to curse, loudly
and fluently, from his open window. Acrid, blue rubber-smoke had drifted towards Gabriel’s
table.Child Eloise waited at the bus stop on Oxford Street. She looked behind her at the shop
window. It was filled with a display of what she had initially taken to be fruit or perhaps cakes, but
which, on closer inspection, turned out to be handmade soaps, things called ‘roulades’ and
‘bath bombs’. Funny name. Her neighbours in the queue were all busy with their phones,
swiping, scrolling and tapping. The women wore bright clothes and high-heeled shoes, and they
were slathered in makeup. Painted like whores. Sinful. The men ogled the women, peering at
their breasts or eyeing their stockinged legs. Lascivious. All seemed more interested in the little
slivers of plastic and glass in their hands than in God's creation around them, even if it was
mostly concrete and steel here. Decadent.Despite her quilted nylon jacket, she couldn't stop
shivering. She grunted involuntarily from time to time and her tongue kept poking out between
her lips, causing one or two people around her to smirk before looking away. Aunt had told her
not to be afraid and had given her a sweetie, “to bring you a little calmness as you do God's
work, child”, but she felt frightened all the same.Under her jacket, the cotton leotard was packed
with seven pounds of homemade explosive—a mixture of diesel oil, bleach, wax and potassium
chloride from a health foods website. Each of the ten pockets was packed with a sausage of it.
She had helped Uncle and Aunt mould them herself, rolling the sticky, greyish stuff between her
palms and inserting a blasting cap and a length of detonator wire into the tops. Around the
sausages lay the shiny steel spheres Uncle called, “God's tears”.The ball bearings were twenty-
one millimetres across. Uncle had been most specific on that point when ordering them from the
factory. He said the number was significant because it was the product of the seven deadly sins



and the Holy Trinity. Together they’d dropped twenty-five into each of the ten pockets, where they
nestled against the yielding surface of the explosives.The girl looked around again. Her phone
wasn't as shiny as these others. It didn't even have a camera. Not that she could have reached it
to take a picture, in any case. It, too, was sewn into her vest, in a channel sitting right over her
heart. The wires from the explosives ended in a control box soldered onto the phone's battery
charger socket.Harry and Vivienne’s bus pulled up outside a shop selling soaps and bath
products. Through the narrow windows on the top deck, wafts of scent—tropical, spicy, lemony—
insinuated themselves, causing Harry to smile without realising why. He was happy. Happy
Harry.Vivienne's thigh was pressed against his, and even though he knew it was just an accident
caused by the stingy seating arrangements, he felt a prickle of desire. And it had been a long
time since that had happened. Linda had stopped putting out for him years ago, and he'd never
been a guy to go off looking for pleasure in a cathouse or a strip club. Not that he’d have had
time, the hours he put in.“Look at her,” Vivienne said, prodding the glass on her left and gazing
downwards. “Poor thing looks so miserable. And on a beautiful day like today. You'd think she’d
manage a smile.”Harry leaned across, taking the opportunity to glance down the front of
Vivienne's blouse. Great rack!“Who? Her? The skinny one in the puffy jacket? Yeah, she does
look kind of sad.”Gabriel finished his coffee, dabbed a wet fingertip into the yellow crumbs
dusting his plate, sucked them into his mouth, and then stood. His meeting was in an office on a
side street leading east from Regent Street. He took one final glance towards Oxford Circus,
then picked up his battered Hartmann briefcase and strode off towards Great Portland Street.His
phone rang. He saw the small circle enclosing a face he knew and smiled. He swiped his thumb
to the right to answer the call.“Hi, Britta, how are you? Where are you?”“Hey, Gabriel. I’m good.
I’m at my place in Chiswick, actually, painting my nails. My boss pretty well ordered me to take
some leave. Been burning the midnight oil at both ends.”Gabriel laughed. However good her
English was, Britta Falskog hadn’t quite mastered all the subtleties of idiom. On the other hand,
he liked her very much; always had. They’d run joint ops for a while, back in the day, she in
Swedish Special Forces, he in the SAS. And there had been the odd overnight stay. Now, since
she’d been seconded to MI5, working out of Thames House on Millbank, maybe there was
something in the air between them.“So, do you want to meet up?” he said. “I’m in town too. Going
to see a new client.”“I would like that. Do you want to get dinner?”“Sure. Then I’m heading back
to Salisbury.”“Oh, OK. Well, you know, I do have a few days to kill, so maybe …”“A trip to the
countryside? Sounds like a lovely idea.”While they bantered, Gabriel made his way along the
uncrowded roads to the north of Oxford Street, heading for the offices of Faulds & Vambrace
(VIP Protection) Ltd.Eloise Payne slid her Oyster card over the scuffed magnetic reader and
made her way to the stairs of the bus, which she climbed, gripping the handrail tightly. There was
one free seat, about halfway back, behind a couple who were chatting away about museums
and art galleries. The man reminded her of Uncle. He had the same short, white hair. Only this
man spoke with an American accent.She took the seat next to a black woman in her thirties who
was chatting into her phone and admiring her fingernails, which she extended in front of her in a



fan. There seemed to be yellow flecks, like gold, floating in the orange varnish, and the tips were
white.Standing by the drawing room window, in the elegant terraced house where Eloise Payne
had so recently been stitched into the garment that was to become her shroud, was a grey-
haired man named Robert Slater, known to the Children as “Uncle Robert”. He looked out at the
oaks, beeches and hornbeams dotting Regent’s Park. He was six foot, slim, and wearing a white
shirt and white trousers. He wore wire-rimmed glasses that magnified his eyes. They were the
blue of a sunny day in February, promising warmth, but delivering none. In the distance, he could
make out the long, dappled necks of a pair of giraffes grazing in their enclosure in the zoo.
Through the open window, he could smell burning leaves from a bonfire somewhere in the
park.In his hand, he held a smartphone, a number keyed in and ready to be called. Beside him,
Irene Stevens, Eloise Payne’s Aunt and a former manager of a dressmaking business,
spoke.“Père Christophe will be pleased.”“Yes. We have proved our worthiness.”Then he tapped
the green phone icon.Inside the neat, stitched channel covering Eloise Payne’s heart, the
phone's circuitry woke up as the incoming call was beamed in from a cell tower on top of an
office block two hundred yards to the north.The electric current it generated was tiny. Just
enough to cause a glimmer from a Christmas tree light. Or to impel a child's toy robot to take a
buzzing half-step across a polished tabletop. But also enough to excite the atoms in ten, foot-
long pieces of copper wire. The wave of energy travelled along the wires at the speed of light
until it reached the fat cylinders of explosive corseting their wearer.There, something curious
happened. The energy of that tiny electrical charge multiplied itself billions of times as the
chemical reaction it initiated gathered pace and violence.Exactly seventy-three milliseconds
later, the atoms comprising the charges became unstable and, searching for equilibrium, set off
a chain reaction that released all their pent-up energy into the surrounding space.Gabriel had
just turned into the side street where his client was based. He and Britta were fixing the details of
a pre-dinner drink.“So meet at six-thirty at the French House,” Britta was saying. “Shall I book a
restaurant?”“Yes, please. Anywhere we can get a decent burgundy. And I hope you …”Gabriel
didn’t finish his sentence. A roaring, shattering boom cut him off. He recognised the shape of it. It
sounded like a truck bomb. There was a second or two of total silence, then distant
screaming.“Call you back!” he said. He stuffed the phone in his pocket, then spun round and ran
back to the main road. He turned left at the junction and sprinted towards Oxford Circus. And
hell.Eloise Payne simply disappeared in a cloud of wet, pink specks that combusted into oxygen,
carbon, and hydrogen atoms and a few trace elements. The explosion leapt outwards from her
torso, popping her head from her neck like a cork from a shaken champagne bottle. The roof of
the bus split apart into flying shards of red metal, allowing the roughly spherical object, trailing
bright arterial blood and gin-clear cerebrospinal fluid, to travel diagonally upwards for one
hundred and seventy-five feet, and roughly south.The force of the explosion blasted Harry
Barnes and his new friend Vivienne Frost into a fine mist of flesh and blood. They had been
discussing which museum they should visit first and had just settled on the Victoria and Albert,
Vivienne’s choice.The black woman with the orange nails was cut into rags. Later, a fireman



would retrieve her feet from the wreckage where they had jammed against a twisted piece of
steel tubing that had once been the frame of her seat.Everybody else on the top deck of the bus
was killed instantly, either by the compression wave of the blast itself or the ball bearings flying
out in a sphere from their point of origin.Downstairs, there were multiple fatalities from the blast
itself and horrific injuries as limbs and bodies were torn and punctured by the God's Tears or the
shrapnel created from the bodywork and fittings of the bus.The shattered bus sat among piles of
dead passengers and pedestrians. Body parts were scattered everywhere—lying on the ground,
flung through shop windows that sliced them more cleanly than a butcher’s knife, impaled on
railings, and dangling from streetlamps. The street was inches deep in blood. People were
screaming and moaning, clutching bloody stumps, bleeding heads, and each other. Many had
horrific burns that had blackened and charred their exposed skin. Others stood around in a daze.
On the periphery, the unharmed were already filming the carnage on their phones.Gabriel
barged past a young guy with a smartphone held above his head and knelt by a teenaged girl
with both her legs blown off above the knee. She would bleed out within a minute. He undid his
belt and yanked it out from the loops of his trousers before cinching it around her right thigh and
pulling it tight to staunch the bleeding. She opened her mouth, but the scream was silent. Her
face was pale and she was shaking violently.“You!” he shouted at the young man with the phone.
“Give me your belt. Now!” He held out his hand, and as soon as the man complied, dropping his
belt onto Gabriel's palm with shaking fingers, Gabriel wrapped it around the girl's other leg,
tightening it hard against her torn flesh until that leg stopped bleeding too. She whimpered in
pain. He took off his suit jacket, removed his phone and wallet, then covered her chest with it.
The young man had woken up to what was happening. He ripped off his bright red hoodie,
folded it into a pad and eased it under her head.“You're going to be fine,” the young man said to
her, looking down into her shock-widened eyes and reaching for her hand.“Stay with her,”
Gabriel said, then stood and ran to the nearest victim, a middle-aged businessman, his head
pouring with blood from a five-inch gash that had torn his scalp away from his skull.Gabriel
worked solidly for another hour, applying compression to bleeding wounds, fixing more
makeshift tourniquets around limbs missing their extremities, and marshalling bystanders into
trauma teams to do the same for as many people as they could manage. He implemented a
basic triage system, telling people, “If they’re screaming, they’ve got energy to survive. Treat
them after the alive-but-silent. They need you first. The dead can wait.”As paramedics and
firefighters arrived on the scene, he felt he had become more of a hindrance than a help. He
staggered out of the devastated blast site, crunching over broken glass and mangled steel and
plastic, before collapsing with his back against a wall. His shirt, waistcoat and trousers were
soaked with blood. His face was spattered with it where the dying had coughed from ruined
lungs. His hands were those of a slaughterman.As he let the adrenaline metabolise out of his
bloodstream, he felt a terrible fatigue settle over him. The scene reminded him of others he’d
witnessed, as a soldier. One in particular.He was thinking about Trooper Mickey “Smudge”
Smith, the man he’d left, dead and mutilated in Mozambique after his final mission in the SAS



had gone disastrously wrong. The man, though, wouldn’t take death lying down; he continued to
haunt Gabriel’s sleeping—and waking—hours.He looked down between his outstretched legs.
Something shiny lay there. A silvery steel sphere, half-covered in blood. He picked it up and held
it close to his eyes. He could see his own reflection. And someone else's. Someone with a black
face and no lower jaw.“Hello, Boss,” the face said.“Hello, Smudge,” Gabriel said out loud.“Just
like old times, eh?”“Just like.”Then he put the ball bearing in his waistcoat pocket and began,
very quietly, to cry.2PÈRE CHRISTOPHETHE CHILDREN OF HEAVEN’S LEADER looked up at
the young woman standing in front of him. She had been brought to his prayer room five minutes
earlier by one of the Elect, a fifty-year-old former French insurance broker named Marianne
Dix.The young woman—little more than a girl, really—was nineteen years old, with fair, freckled
skin, reddish hair cut short and razored in to the nape of her neck, and a slim build. Her eyes
were set wide apart and coloured a startlingly bright shade of green, like the forest trees after
rain.She had forgotten her date of birth during her freeing, but Christophe Jardin knew her age
for a fact. It was in the database of all his disciples—the ninety-seven Elect and the five hundred
and sixty-eight Children—that he maintained on his MacBook. Her name used to be Frieda
Brodbeck, back when she was a depressed undergraduate studying theology at the Humboldt
University of Berlin.There, she had met a young woman at a faculty party who told Frieda about
her spiritual teacher and the group he had founded. A month later, Frieda quit her studies, left
Berlin, and moved to a communal living space deep in the Bavarian forest.After six months
studying the leader’s teachings, praying and handing out leaflets, and offering flowers to
suspicious shoppers in the local town every Saturday and Sunday, she had been summoned to
meet Père Christophe himself. In Brazil. The home compound. Eden, they called it. Deep in the
rainforest thirty miles from a small town called Nova Cidade.The room was furnished simply but,
she thought, beautifully. The bed was antique, brass-framed, and dressed in white sheets with a
scattering of pillows. The rugs were made from alpaca wool dyed in rich shades of earthy red,
deep leaf-green and a blue that reminded her of the swimming hole at the foot of the
compound’s own waterfall. They were made nearby and traded at the gates of the compound by
the local women who wove them on looms Père Christophe himself had provided.She was in
awe of the man sitting cross-legged on the floor, facing her. His white robe spoke of his rejection
of Western materialism. His long grey-blond hair, moustache, and beard were unkempt. He
refused to pander to the sinful preoccupation with appearance. She had never been alone in his
presence, and she could feel her knees shaking inside her own simple, white cotton dress. She
hoped Père Christophe hadn’t noticed.“Sit, Child,” he said, extending his right arm and placing
his palm on a folded blanket woven by the local Indians in a traditional Brazilian design of
alligators and hibiscus flowers.She obeyed, folding her legs beneath her and mirroring his pose
as she sat beside him, just a foot from his right shoulder. He smelled of vanilla, rose, and a
deeper, more masculine aroma beneath the floral perfume.“Have I displeased you in some way,
Père Christophe?” she asked, trying but failing to keep the tremor from her voice. “Aunt Marianne
said you wanted to see me.”He smiled, stroking his beard, and stared at her hands, which were



twisting around each other. Then he looked into her eyes and focused on her green irises,
feeling her anxiety and stoking it with the intense gaze he practised in the mirror every morning
before showering and washing his hair.“Displeased me? Why would you think that, Child? You
are blessed by the Creator. He sent you to serve me and you have only ever done your duty. You
have always obeyed the First Order: Serve God through Père Christophe’s will.”Her hands
stopped their interlacing, her shoulders dropped, and a small smile broke out on her face.“Then,
forgive me for showing pride, but … have I been selected?”He held her in the magnetic field of
his purplish-blue eyes, willing his face to remain still, and the smile threatening to betray him to
remain merely an impulse hovering behind the muscles of his cheeks. He nodded.“Make
yourself ready. Then we will pray together before your devotion.”She rose and began
undressing.Later, after he had dismissed the girl, Jardin lay on his back, sprawled across the
king-size bed, the sheet kicked away, listening to the incessant song of the jungle insects and
nocturnal creatures. He checked his vintage Cartier Tank watch, then placed it to his ear to listen
to the wondrous whirrings and tickings of its intricate, handmade mechanism. A wide grin split
his face in two; his teeth shone in the moonlight coming in through the open window. Child 105
had been obliterated, as per his orders, at the exact moment he’d been fucking the German
bitch.Too energised by the young girl to sleep, he lay there and recalled one of his father’s many
speeches.“You are a waster, Christophe,” the old man had said one evening, coming into his
fifteen-year-old son’s bedroom and interrupting his reading of an American crime novel. “You
have no principles. Look at your mother and me. Every day we teach at the University in the
hope we can bring about change in this decadent society of ours. Marxism-Leninism needs
midwives. The French are too fond of their bourgeois comforts to see that their lives are
enslaved to capitalism.”The boy had looked up at the bearded academic frowning down at him
and imagined thrusting a dagger into his eye.“But Papa,” he said. “Between you and Maman
there are so many fucking principles in this apartment. Any more would shatter the windows. You
think you’re going to change things by talking about them at your precious university? Get real!
You need to take action, like they did in ’68. When you were … oh, yes, on fucking holiday down
south in your beach house. Tell me, how do you justify such bourgeois extravagance? Did
comrade Trotsky ever own a second home? Did Lenin take a month off to stay in his ski
chalet?”Then he went back to his novel, leaving his father spluttering impotently in the doorway.
He grinned to himself as he heard the old man stamping off to open another bottle of the foul,
cheap red he tipped down his neck while marking his students’ essays about Maoism and the
Rise of Chinese Self-determination, or Bourgeois Concepts of Independent Thought: A Marxist
Critique.The year Jardin had been studying for his Baccalaureate, his parents had been killed by
riot police attempting to dispel a student protest outside the American embassy in Paris. Finally,
they had swapped their textbooks for placards and been killed for their troubles, a bullet each
from a gendarme’s assault rifle. Surprisingly, for a couple of Marxist academics, they had
amassed a large and extremely valuable collection of twentieth-century French art. He’d always
known that his mother had inherited money from her own mother, the heiress to a tobacco



fortune. But the family discourse around capitalism’s evils had led him to believe she had given it
all away to good causes. Now, it appeared that at least one of the beneficiaries of her largesse
was the Paris branch of a famous international auction house.The paintings by Raoul Dufy,
Berthe Morisot, Georges Braque, Marc Chagall, Chaïm Soutine, and others; the sculptures by
Jean Arp, Max Ernst, and Alberto Giacometti. By the time he had disposed of the bulk of his
parents’ collection, he was a very rich young man.Possessing none of his parents’ scruples
about capitalism, the young Christophe Jardin, independently wealthy already, had seen the
opportunity in the nineties dotcom boom. He’d tripled his money with a series of stock market
investments in companies started by pallid, bearded computer geeks who were now household
names. Men so rich themselves that they could now afford to give away billions and still amass
more wealth every year than the average man or woman could even dream
about.3AFTERMATHDETECTIVE CHIEF INSPECTOR SUSANNAH CHAMBERS liked to
initiate all new members of her team with a mantra: “You can call me Boss, Guv, or DCI
Chambers. If I invite you for dinner or a party at mine, you can call me Susannah. Call me Ma’am
and I’ll have your fucking arse in a sling.” Most opted for Guv.Today, the DCI felt as if it were her
rear end that was swinging. The uniforms had secured the area of the blast and now Scene of
Crime Officers were crawling, literally, all over it. The SOCOs’ white, papery Tyvek romper suits
were crimson with blood.She ran a hand through her shaggy auburn hair, narrowing her eyes as
she surveyed the ruined landscape in front of her. Then she turned to her detective sergeant,
who had just returned from a circuit of the devastated junction that until an hour earlier had been
simply a crossing of two of the world’s most famous shopping streets.“And?” Susannah
said.“Forty-nine dead at the scene. Thirty-seven from the bus, twelve on the street. Ninety-eight
taken to hospitals, sixty-three in critical condition. Fucking hell, Guv, it’s a mess. Looks like a war
zone.”“Coming from you, Chels, that’s not exactly encouraging.”The DS rubbed a hand across
her face. She was new to the team, but not to scenes like this one. Chelsea Jones had served
two tours in Iraq and one in Afghanistan before leaving the Army for a job in Civvy Street. Not too
far from her old line of work, though. Still tracking down the bad guys and trying to maintain a
semblance of law and order.After the blast, it had taken just ten minutes before ambulances, fire
engines, and police cars had converged, sirens wailing, on Oxford Circus. The police had set up
road blocks at Tottenham Court Road to the east, Piccadilly Circus to the south, Hyde Park
Corner to the west, and Euston Road to the north. They had, eventually, isolated the scene, with
hundreds of uniformed police turning back motorists at side streets and junctions until the area
was free from non-emergency vehicles for half a mile in all directions.Susannah was the senior
detective at the West End Central Police Station at 27 Savile Row. It had taken her ten minutes
from the call coming in until she arrived, out of breath, at the top of Regent Street. She knew she
had to lose some weight, and after her half-sprint-half-stagger up the broad curved half-mile of
pavement, had resolved to go on a diet and join a gym at the very next opportunity. Chelsea had
run ahead, the flaps of her black, chain-store suit jacket flying behind her, leaving her boss for
dust, shouting over her shoulder that she’d meet her at the top.Now they stood together, outside



the blue-and-white police incident tape, shoes crunching on broken glass as they walked a little
way further up Regent Street.“What the fuck happened here, Chels?”“It was a bomb,
Guv.”Susannah turned to her DS, eyebrows raised.“You think?”“Sorry.” Chelsea blushed, caught
out yet again by her own literal-mindedness when her Guvnor wanted insights, not statements of
the bleeding obvious. “I mean, you’ve got blast trauma, tons of really bad injuries from shrapnel,
civilians the target. Terrorists. Obviously,” she added hastily, to forestall another ironic gold star
from Susannah. “Suicide bomber, I’d say. And I found this.”She held out her right hand, palm
upwards, and unpeeled the corners of a paper tissue.Sitting in the centre of its crumpled white
wrapping was one of the God’s Tears.“That hanky better be a fresh one. If your snot or tears or
lippy have contaminated that … thing … you’re going to have some explaining to do.”Relieved
that she could answer with a clear conscience, Chelsea nodded.“Fresh from the packet. I found
it outside Top Shop on the pavement. Don’t worry,” she said, as Susannah scowled, “it had rolled
right against the wall. I didn’t go inside the perimeter.”“Jesus!” Susannah wiped her eyes where
smoke from a burning car was stinging them, then planted her hands on her hips. “What kind of
sicko fucking evil bastard sends someone onto a crowded bus at Oxford fucking Circus on a
Tuesday morning dressed in a fucking ball bearing waistcoat? And what kind of fucking idiot
sicko freak goes, ‘OK, yes, my glorious fucking overlord, I’ll do that and blow myself up with a
hundred innocent strangers.’?”“We’ll get them, Guv. We will.”“We’d better,” Susannah said,
pushing a hand into her jeans pocket and extracting her phone, which had started vibrating on
her thigh. She peered at the screen. “Fuck! That’s the Chief Super.” She put the phone to her
ear.Chelsea watched, amazed, as her Guvnor dropped the Sweary Mary act and transformed
into Super Cop, all clipped, efficient language, and professional calm.“Yes, sir,” Susannah was
saying. “Crime scene secure, SOCOs evidence-gathering. Roadblocks instituted with a half-mile
perimeter, uniforms talking to eyewitnesses plus getting contact details for in-person interviews
at the station. My team, and DI Rixon’s and DI Harper’s are all here too, but as you know, there’s
not much we can do right now. We’re just … yes, I know, sir, I already cancelled it. No leave until
further notice and … well, sir, suicide bomber is our feeling. My DS is ex-Army. Iraq, Afghanistan.
She called it and I agree.” Susannah looked at Chelsea and nodded. Little shout-out to the Chief
Super for you, girl. Never does any harm. Chelsea nodded back. Thanks. “Yes, sir. As soon as
I’m back at the station. Absolutely, sir.”She ended the call and stuffed the phone back into her
pocket. “Fucking wanker.”Chelsea laughed then stifled it with her hand, eyes wide. “Sorry, Guv.
Not the time or the place.” Tears started from the corners of her eyes and she wiped them away,
frowning, angry with herself for this unprofessional show of emotion.“It’s OK, Chels,” Susannah
said. “Better to let it out in bits when you can. Either that or have a fucking great cry and drink a
bottle of chardonnay tonight.”“What did the chief want then, Guv?”“‘My office, soon as you can. I
want a full briefing’,” Susannah said, slipping from her usual south London accent into a
passable imitation of Chief Superintendent Graham Ford’s flattened Manchester tones. “Which
is going to be pretty fucking short unless a lead falls out of the sky.”Both women looked upwards,
but the sky contained nothing but wispy clouds, their very insubstantiality an insult to the dead,



dying, and maimed victims of Christophe Jardin’s latest blow against sin.On Great Marlborough
Street, one block east of where Susannah and Chelsea were talking, stood the offices of a
discreet stockbroking firm named Arbuthnot & Hammond. One hundred and eighty years earlier,
the founding partners, Walter Arbuthnot and Frederick Hammond, had forgone the comforting
embrace of the city’s financial district for the anonymity and commercial hurly-burly of the West
End. The shattering explosion had brought all the staff out onto the street at the assembly point
opposite the Liberty department store. Now that it was clear they were not about to be
annihilated themselves, the brokers, analysts, client advisers, IT staff, secretaries, and partners
had trailed back inside, some grinding out cigarettes under their shoes, chattering nervously,
and casting worried looks around them.On the roof of the building, wedged between a defunct
brick chimney stack and a sloping section of slate tiles in the centre, was Eloise Payne’s
battered and bloody head. Perching on the broken jawbone, its hooked beak jerking at a strip of
muscle partially torn away from the left cheek by the impact, was a female peregrine falcon. Her
eggs had hatched three weeks earlier and now she had two hungry chicks to feed. The piece of
flesh snapped free of its sinews, causing the head to wobble, then tumble from its moorings. The
falcon took off in alarm, wheeling away back to her nest on the neighbouring building. The head
slithered and bounced down the sloping slates, gathering pace with each jarring collision. On its
last bounce, it cleared a low parapet surrounding a six-foot square sheet of toughened glass that
roofed the building’s central atrium.Toughened it may have been, but the glass was also old. And
prolonged exposure to acid rain, ultraviolet light, and the relentless chemical attack of diesel
particulates and petrol fumes had weakened it. The head hit the glass dead centre, with
sufficient kinetic energy to burst through.Annette de Freitas was the senior receptionist on duty
at Arbuthnot & Hammond. The emergency evacuation had ruffled her composure. She could feel
her heart racing beneath her immaculate cream silk blouse and twin strands of pearls. One
didn’t work in central London for thirty-five years without developing a certain sangfroid when it
came to sirens, alarms, and screams. However, the fact that this was not a fire drill but a fully
fledged bomb attack, not a hundred yards from the office, had frightened her. She was on the
point of asking the elderly gentleman in front of her, a longstanding client of the firm’s, to jot his
details down in the visitors’ book when the smash from the atrium’s roof made them both look
up. Two-and-a-half seconds later, the head and its corona of sparkling glass fragments crunched
wetly onto the marble floor. It scored a direct hit on the four-foot diameter Arbuthnot & Hammond
crest.Annette screamed. The elderly gentleman whirled round, almost losing his balance as his
cane clattered to the floor. And two other visitors, waiting on a burgundy leather sofa to be
collected and taken to the offices proper, leapt to their feet.On impact, the already damaged
skull split apart along its sutures. Fragments of bone sprayed out in a rough circle, intermingling
with the irregular chips of glass. But the remaining flesh held the major pieces of the skull
together in a grey and scarlet mess of brain tissue and blood.The two men who had been
waiting for meetings turned away. One vomited noisily into a potted dracaena plant. While
Annette stood, motionless, her eyes wide with terror, the elderly man barked an order.“Call nine-



nine-nine. Now!”Annette roused herself and snatched the phone from its cradle to make the
call.“You there, sir,” the elderly gentleman called over to the younger man rooted to the spot by
the sofa. “Go and stand by the door. Nobody in, nobody out. Understand?”The suited investor,
who had only come to discuss his portfolio, now found himself cast in the role of sentry. He
skirted the pool of blood and bone fragments, looking down, then looking away, and stationed
himself at the mahogany door, his right hand resting on the brass push-bar, looking out onto the
street.Behind him, the elderly gentleman approached the other visitor, now wiping his mouth on
a white pocket square he’d pulled from his jacket.“If you’re feeling all right now, I need you to go
and comfort that lady behind the reception desk. Her name is Annette.”The man did as he was
asked, so shocked by the violence of the previous twenty seconds that he would have danced
naked on the table had he been bid.With the two men occupied, Major-General Angus “Jock”
Stuart, (Retd.), reached into the inside breast pocket of his tweed jacket for his phone, and
called his wife.“It’s me, darling. Going to be late home, I’m afraid … You did? Bloody media.
Vultures, the lot of them. Well, anyway, I’m fine. Heard the bloody thing though. I’m at A&H.
Damnedest thing just happened … What? Oh, it doesn’t matter. But I’m going to be here for a
while … Yes. I love you too. Bye for now. Bye.”“Guv?” It was Chelsea. She’d just taken a
call.“What is it? Please don’t tell me there’s been another one.”“No, thank God. Only, Control
have just taken a triple-nine. From just over there. Thought you’d want to take it
personally.”“Why?” Susannah said, turning now to face her DS.“Because a head just came
through a skylight in an office building on Great Marlborough Street.”Without answering,
Susannah strode towards the side road opening onto Regent Street, Chelsea at her heels. Then
she stopped, causing her DS to stumble in her efforts not to crash into her. She pointed to a man
sitting with his legs splayed in front of him against a shop doorway, a tan leather briefcase at his
side. His head was down and he had lost his suit jacket somewhere: his shirtsleeves, waistcoat,
and trousers were drenched in blood.“Go and see if that bloke’s OK. Paramedics must have
missed him. Fuck, he’s bled buckets.”4A WOUNDED MANCHELSEA LEANED DOWN AND
TOUCHED Gabriel on the left shoulder. His head jerked up and his blank expression whisked
her back to Afghanistan. She knew that look. Slack muscle tone, eyes unfocused but red-
rimmed. Like a “Closed for lunch” sign hung on a soldier’s soul.“Sir? Are you hurt? There’s a lot
of blood.”Gabriel looked down. “It’s OK,” he said. “It isn’t mine. I was just helping.”“Can I ask your
name?”“It’s Gabriel.” He frowned. “Gabriel Wolfe.”She smiled and squatted beside him.“Gabriel,
did you see what happened?”He wiped a hand over his face, smearing the blood.“Not the
explosion, no. I heard it, though. I was on Regent Street, up there,” he said, pointing north. “I was
early for a meeting so I was having a coffee. There was a girl. She lost her legs. And a man. His
head was a mess. Lots of people wounded. A little Arab girl with her parents. She … I did what I
could.”“I’m sure you did.” Chelsea looked around and spotted a paramedic leaning against a
shop window, smoking. She beckoned him over. He levered himself away from the glass,
dropped the cigarette and ground it out, then jogged over. “I have to catch up with my Guvnor,
but I would like to speak to you again. Later on, when you’re sorted out. I want you to let my



colleague here take a look at you. This is me.” She proffered her business card. “Can you call
me? As soon as you can?”Gabriel took the card, examined both sides, then tucked it into his
waistcoat pocket.“Call you? Yes. I can call you.”Chelsea stood and ran to catch up with
Susannah, leaving the paramedic to begin checking Gabriel for physical injuries and the shock
from which she was sure he was suffering.Inside the office building, Chelsea took in the scene
with a glance. On the rare days when she had some time off for lunch, she enjoyed spending
time in the National Gallery, on the north side of Trafalgar Square. This reception area looked like
a tableau imagined by one of the old-school religious painters—one with a particularly gory turn
of mind.The centre of the composition was a misshapen human head, flattened and distorted,
but still recognisable. She couldn’t tell the gender from what was left of the face, and the blonde
hair was cut short, so no clues there.The head was surrounded by a halo of blood and brain
matter, in which fragments of glass winked like jewels in the dust-edged shaft of sunlight
spearing down from the smashed window overhead. Surrounding it were four people: a middle-
aged woman and three men, one elderly, two in their thirties. The woman was being comforted
by one of the younger men. She was sitting in a chair by the reception desk, and he was
positioned to her side, kneeling and patting her hand, head bent towards her as he whispered
words of comfort. The other younger man stood to the side of the door through which Chelsea
had just entered. He was holding himself stiff and straight like a guardsman.Standing with his
back to the gruesome mess in the centre of the floor was an elderly man. White hair cut very
short, watery, pale-blue eyes, neatly clipped white moustache, and the bearing of someone
used to being in command. Ex-Army. Probably senior. She looked again at the tweed coat with
its plum-coloured velvet collar. Was that a row of medal ribbons on his suit jacket, peeping out
from the left-hand lapel? Probably very senior.He approached her.“Name’s Stuart. Major-
General Angus Stuart. But you,” he winked, “can call me Jock.”“Thank you, sir,” Chelsea said,
almost saluting, so authoritative was his tone. “I’m Detective Sergeant Chelsea Jones. They
used to call me ‘Bun’ in the Army. Not very imaginative, but, you know …”“Army, eh?
Regiment?”“Royal Artillery, sir.”“A gunner, eh? Very good. Letting girls in, though. Bit of a change
from my day.”Chelsea smiled. The old guy wasn’t being snide, just flirting, she supposed, in a
retired-general kind of way.“Oh, we took a bit of flak from the guys, but once you’ve shot the balls
off an insurgent with an SA80, they give you a bit more respect.”The general harrumphed, taken
aback at this sudden coarseness, his cheeks flushing an even deeper shade of pink.“Yes, well. I
expect you want to interview everyone here. I told them all to keep away from,” he turned and
pointed, “that.”“Thank you, sir. And, yes, we will want to speak to you all individually. There’s my
Guvnor, excuse me.”Susannah was coming down a flight of stairs in the far corner of the
reception area. She was accompanied by a fortyish man in a charcoal-grey suit and navy bow
tie, his paunch straining the material of his waistcoat so that ellipses of white shirt showed
between the buttons. He was polishing a pair of tortoiseshell spectacles on a white-spotted navy
handkerchief. She looked over and caught Chelsea’s eye.“Over here, Sergeant, please.”Keeping
to the edge of the room, Chelsea made her way round to her boss.“This is Simon Hammond.



He’s the managing partner here.”The man held out his hand and Chelsea shook it briefly. It was
soft, and damp. He spoke.“I was just explaining to the Detective Chief Inspector here, if there’s
anything at all I can do, please let me know. This is just a terrible thing to have happened.”“Could
we have a room to interview these witnesses in, please, sir?” Chelsea said. “We might need it for
an hour or so.”“Yes, of course. Come this way.”Susannah paused and turned to Chelsea.“Get a
couple of uniforms in here. Keep the witnesses from leaving.”Chelsea nodded and pulled out her
phone.Hammond led the detectives through a door and into a corridor lined with old and
expensive-looking oil paintings. Scenes of London in the nineteenth century, sailing ships on the
Thames, portraits of whiskery men sporting gold watch-chains across their stomachs. He
stopped outside a door.“This used to be our boardroom, but we meet on the top floor now. Better
Wi-Fi reception up there for transatlantic Skype calls and …” Susannah coughed quietly by his
side. “Yes. Well, it’s yours for as long as you need it,” he finished.The room was furnished with a
long mahogany table, nine matching chairs to a side, upholstered in green and white striped
fabric, and a carver chair at one end. The table was positioned beneath a pair of portraits of
elegantly dressed middle-aged men with stern expressions, even bigger paunches than the
current boss, and plentiful facial hair. The founders, Chelsea assumed.“If there’s nothing else?”
Hammond said. “I do have some pressing matters to attend to.”“You’ve been very helpful, Mr
Hammond,” Susannah said.He nodded, then excused himself, leaving a faint aroma of spicy,
woody aftershave in his wake.The two female detectives settled themselves across the
table.“Get the pathologist over here, pronto,” Susannah said. “I want that head back at Savile
Row and on his table as soon as possible. Could be another victim …”“Or could be the bomber,
Guv?”Chelsea watched as her boss stared down at the polished surface of the table, following
Susannah’s gaze and seeing her frowning reflection.“Yes. It could be the cunt who did it. And I
want to know.”While Susannah and Chelsea spoke to the witnesses from Arbuthnot &
Hammond, gathering a lot of consistent, but not very useful information—basically, smash, splat,
scream, sick—Gabriel was recovering, sitting on the boot lip of the paramedic’s yellow-and-
green-chequered estate car. He was drinking a mug of tea that had arrived courtesy of a coffee
shop that had turned itself into a combination dressing station and canteen.He’d seen the
effects of roadside bombs and suicide bombers before. But never in London. Never somewhere
he thought of as civilised. Worst of all, he knew that within a couple of days, everything would be
back to normal. Sure, there’d be damage to put right, but apart from the victims and their friends
and families, people would slowly, and surely, forget.Except for the odd snippets of video that
found their way onto the Internet, the whole miserable scene would fade from view. Well, not for
him. The face of the young girl he’d saved in the first moments after the blast—skin white with
shock, eyes wide, mouth frozen open emitting frantic, shallow gasps—wouldn’t let him. Well, are
you going to sit here all day, Wolfe, or are you going to do something about it?He pulled out his
phone. Why wait to see if Don wanted him? He wanted Don. He called the man who’d
commanded him in 22 SAS Regiment: Colonel Don Webster. Now retired from the Army,
Webster ran a discreet organisation from a base in Essex—MoD Rothford.Called simply The



Department, it existed to bring the most evil men and women to justice. Not, as Don was fond of
saying, into custody. There were plenty of terrorists out there who viewed a stint in prison as a
chance to regroup and inculcate impressionable young men, and occasionally women, into their
twisted philosophies. Plenty who used prison, assuming the Crown Prosecution Service’s
barristers were smart enough to secure a conviction, as another operating division. They ran
their organisations from cells as comfortable as many people’s living rooms. In short, plenty of
very evil people who deserved more than a slap on the wrist. More like a very powerful slap to
the body or head, in sizes ranging from 5.56mm to 9mm, with the odd .338 or .50-inch caning
when getting up close and personal wasn’t an option.Gabriel had already completed a
successful mission for The Department, rescuing the kidnapped wife and daughter of a British
pharmaceuticals CEO and disrupting a plan to disable Britain’s best fast-jet pilots. On that
occasion, Don had come to him. This time, Gabriel wanted in on the ground floor.Don answered
on the first ring.5THE SECOND ORDERMILLIONS OF PEOPLE TAKE PSYCHOACTIVE drugs
perfectly legally. Leaving aside products whose mind-altering properties are a secondary feature
of their production (at least if you believe the advertising of their manufacturers) such as alcohol
and tobacco, there are mountains of others. Billions of antidepressants, sedatives, sleeping pills,
anxiolytics, stimulants, and antipsychotics, every single year.The daily dose of tranquillisers
swallowed gratefully, or at least obediently, by the Children of Heaven would hardly count as a
pebble kicked off the path to the foothills of those mountains. Nevertheless, they did a
magnificent job of maintaining a pliable docility in the young people of both sexes recruited into
the cult by its Elect of “Aunts,” “Uncles,” and more experienced acolytes.Initially, Jardin had not
found the tranquillisers necessary to instil discipline in his followers. His charisma, their
readiness to believe, and a healthy dose of psychologically disorientating induction techniques
had served to bind them tightly to him.But as his following had grown in the late nineties, and
with it, satellite communities in Berlin, Manhattan, and England’s Berkshire countryside, he had
hit on the idea of using drugs to simplify—or eliminate altogether—the problem of discipline.The
choice was fairly clear cut: uppers or downers. He believed his daily sermons would provide
such uplift as was needed. So he opted for downers. Specifically, the class of antidepressants
known as benzodiazepines, their most common manufactured form being diazepam, the active
ingredient in Valium.He took pains to cultivate relationships with criminal gangs in Albania,
Turkey, London, and New York. In this way, he secured supplies of the drug in sufficient
quantities to put his followers under the chemical cosh. After experimenting with the drug in
tablet form, he and his main supplier, a then up-and-coming Colombian drug lord named Diego
Toron, hit upon the idea of using a liquid formulation. This had the advantage of being impossible
to hide under the tongue and also deliverable in soft drinks. He’d borrowed from that other leader
of the lost, Jim Jones, and his Kool-Aid capers in the jungles of Guyana.Now it was time to dose
the flock. He left his house on the southwest fringe of the village square, robe flowing, hair
blowing in the breeze that soughed across the grassland he had had chopped out of the forest,
and made his way to the meeting space in front of the Temple.Approaching the large wooden



building, resplendent with an immense wooden cross outside and stained glass windows to
each side of the double-doored entrance, he composed his features into something he felt was
suitably messianic. Drop the grin. Crinkle the brow. And, for added saintliness, fix the gaze on a
point thirty degrees above the horizontal, while trying to remember the names of all the women
he’d fucked since setting up home in the jungles of Brazil.One of the Uncles hurried over.“Père
Christophe! We were worried. It’s later than normal, and when you didn’t appear, we thought
something must have happened. Your being so punctual, I mean.”Jardin returned his gaze to
Earth and fixed his purplish-blue eyes on the man. “I was meditating. Forgive me for communing
with God when there was admin to take care of.”“Oh no, I mean, of course, your spiritual practice
must come first.” The younger man was blushing now, aware he’d displeased his master. “The
Children are gathered for the obeisance.”“Good. Come on, then. Let’s dose them up and get it
over with.”“Père Christophe?”Jardin shook his head. He felt like saying, did I say that out loud?,
but contented himself with a saintly smile.“I said, let’s perform the obeisance ceremony. Did you
not hear me?”Panicked now, the Uncle nodded several times, keeping his eyes to the
ground.The Children were assembled in rows, dozens upon dozens of them, all dressed in
white. Walking amongst them, the Uncles and Aunts placed hands on heads, murmured
blessings, and patted hands. They carried brushed aluminium flasks that sloshed as they
bumped on their thighs.Jardin arrived in front of the crowd and mounted a dais constructed from
planks of hardwood harvested from the trees growing all over the compound. Silence fell.The
Uncles and Aunts set up the flasks on collapsible camp tables placed at the end of each row of
Children. Each table was equipped with a hosepipe connected to a pump in a corner of the
compound. Beside them were stacked clear plastic cups of the type used at outdoor parties and
barbecues, and bottles of fruit cordials in deep, jewel colours of maroon, lime-green and bright,
acid orange.Beneath the rough-plank platform, yellow cables as thick as a man’s finger snaked
away to a plain, white, clapboard hut on the edge of the assembly area. There, a thousand-watt
PA system stood ready to transmit his words to every corner of the compound, both here and
way over in the vegetable-growing area, the water treatment plant, the workshops, the printing
shed where the cult would create its leaflets to be distributed in towns and cities throughout
Ebook Topsas State, and the generator room. He slid the transparent cheek mic over his right
ear and plugged its jack into the transmitter box under his robe. Then, assuming his slow,
smooth, deep “Père Christophe” voice, Jardin began speaking.“My Children. Blessings be upon
you for following the First Order.”They chanted back at him in a low murmur that, owing to the
sheer weight of numbers, reverberated around the compound’s central village. “Serve God
through Père Christophe’s will.”“And you do it with grace and peace in your hearts. Today, we
celebrate one of our family who yesterday carried out the Second Order.”Again, the chant. “Give
your life to cleanse the world of sin.”“Child Eloise carried out a cleansing in London, that city of
sin. She resides in the house of the Lord, now. She sits by his side, anointed by fire, handmaiden
to the Creator.”The rows of Children smiled at this news, turning their tanned, unlined faces to
each other and nodding, each daring to hope that one day Père Christophe would give them the



Second Order.“There is much wickedness in the World,” Jardin continued. “Much sin. Greed,
corruption, covetousness, lust, atheism. The great cities of the world have transformed
themselves into modern-day Babylons, peopled by whores, fornicators and idolaters. Our God is
not their God. For they HAVE no God. They pursue pleasure at all COSTS. They hanker for the
empty acquisition of material goods and IGNORE the spiritual wealth God has already made
theirs if they would only ASK.”Jardin could feel his pulse ticking over quietly in the background as
he adopted the rhythmic cadences and pauses of the seasoned preacher. He’d found the
speeches of Martin Luther King, Jr. online and practised until he could emulate the civil rights
leader’s every vocal leap and bound.“We are the righteous ones who will CLEANSE this planet
… we are the righteous. Who will UPROOT wickedness and consign it to the FLAMES of
redemption … we are the righteous. Who will burn out SIN wherever it FESTERS … we are the
righteous. Who will return this world to God’s grace. WE ARE THE RIGHTEOUS,” he thundered.
His last shout flushed a flock of emerald-green parrots from a stand of banana palms at the
edge of the gathering. They erupted from the foliage with a clatter of wings and a squawk of
alarm.He could feel an erection growing steadily larger beneath his robe and decided to cut this
particular sermon short. There was a slim-figured blonde girl in the front row who had caught his
eye and was even now gazing rapturously up at him.
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Andrew C, “Best Book of the Series So far. I was really entertained by this book. The villain
Christophe Jardin made this book more entertaining than the previous two. The dynamic
between the drug Lord Toron and Jardin was interesting. I am over the flashbacks with Smudge
though. There are just too many. My only other issue is that while Wolfe is brainwashed he kills
one of the Uncles who is trying to escape and was working with the police. For all the heartache
and despair over Smudge (whom he didn't physically kill), his brother (you find that out in this
book) and the children of heaven victims, he doesn't mention once feeling bad about breaking
Uncle Peter's neck. I know he was brainwashed but that guy wanted to do the right thing and his
nonchalance about that was Definitely perplexing considering his unending guilt for Smudge and
Wolfe's own brother. Wasn't sure the point of that part or the build up and quick discarding of the
2 entertaining female detectives. Fast paced and entertaining!  I'm liking this series a lot!”

Bookworm Sandy, “Condor Soars!. If I could give this book more stars, I would. Andy Maslen's
hero, Gabriel Wolfe is back in this third novel in the series and his best so far. Starting each of
these books is like working a jigsaw puzzle without the box to show you the final picture. Each
new story gives the reader another few pieces of Wolfe's backstory and those pieces are
beginning to fit together to reveal who Gabriel Wolfe is and what drives him.This episode literally
starts out with a bang -- a suicide bombing on a bus in the heart of London. Wolfe happened to
be nearby and witnessed the immediate aftermath. His friend and contract employer, Don
Webster, from the Ministry of Defense, recruits Wolfe to find and eliminate whoever is behind the
bombing. It turns out it is not your usual villain and Wolfe will be pushed to the limits of his
endurance, both physically and psychologically. A couple of surprise characters from Wolfe's
past also make their debut. To say more would be to spoil the experience of reading it for
yourself.These Gabriel Wolfe books are as much character study as great action thrillers. Most
good action thriller series have characters who develop over time. Their backstory is usually built
into the first one or two books and as they move forward, the reader watches them change as
they adjust to new events and relationships in each new entry. But few authors start out giving
their hero a bare bones past and flesh it out going forward. Andy Maslen is using this "what's
past is prologue" approach by giving the reader new glimpses into Wolfe's past in each book
and building from that. It adds another layer of suspense and deepens the reader's desire to
learn more about the mysterious Mr. Wolfe. This book is a must read!NOTE: Although this can be
read as a stand alone novel, reading the two previous novels (Trigger Point and Blind Impact)
first will greatly enhance your reading experience. They are all well worth it..”

David Thatcher Wilson, “A STYLE FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE POND. I am a voracious
reader of pulp fiction. (That's not derogatory. I WRITE pulp fiction. That's the stuff that is an easy
escapist read, as opposed to . . . LITERATURE). I very much enjoy Andy Maslen's British style of



writing. No, it's not hugely noticeable. But, things are said differently and looked at differently the
other side of the pond, and it is refreshing to read books from there. That said, CONDOR was a
gripping and exciting book. The only problem I have with the Gabriel Wolfe Thrillers is that I can
read them faster than Andy can write them.”

James L. Thomas, “From its explosive beginning to its suspenseful climax, this .... From its
explosive beginning to its suspenseful climax, this fast-paced action thriller keeps you both
moving and on the edge of your seat at the same time. The hero, Gabriel Wolfe takes on a
murderous (and I mean that literally) religious cult while at the same time trying to deal with the
ghosts (again, literally) of his dark past. This was the first Gabriel Wolfe novel (and also the first
book by Andy Maslen) that I have read, but you can be sure it won't be the last. Got to read the
first two Wolfe novels now. By the way, while this is the third novel in a series, it really does stand
up very well on its own, giving you details you need in snippets throughout the book.”

Terrill D. Carpenter, “Gabriel Wolfe just keeps getting better and better...Finished Book 3 and
waiting for book 4.... The third book in the Gabriel Wolfe Series by Andy Maslen really picks up
speed, and is an excellent read which I heartily recommend to readers of the genre.The editing
is superb and the writing is tight, and page burning suspenseful, as Gabriel Wolfe continues to
cope with his own personal demons and .... (No spoilers here).Seriously, the story of Gabriel
Wolfe continues to unfold, with new challenges, and old conflicts. What's next for "Gabriel
Wolfe".I'm looking forward to the next book in the series and hopefully it will arrive soon.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A fascinating story. This was a page turner. The action was constant, and
the psychological underpinning of the protagonists added to the enjoyment of the reading. I am
sure the Gabriel Wolfe series will be a winner”

JPhillips, “International Terrorist Thriller. A very well written novel with an excellent plot and well
developed characters. The book starts out fast and keeps a steady pace. Keeps the reader's
attention, and is hard to put down. I highly recommend this book to all readers who like a good
thriller. This was the first book I've read in the Gabriel Wolfe series. Will definitely be reading the
first two novels.I received this book from the author in exchange for an honest review, but also
purchased the ebook to support the author.”

Bondi, “Better and Better. Andy Maslen's Gabriel Wolfe books just keep getting better and better.
Condor is his best thriller yet with a totally different plot which explosively captures your interest
at the very beginning of the story, takes you to new and interesting locations and just won't let go
until the end. It is very much a one sitting read with new and unusual characters to accompany
the continued development of our hero. I can hardly wait for the next adventure.”

Carol A. E. Bentley, “A page turner with more twists than a barley twist cane. I've only just



discovered the Gabriel Wolfe books.When I started to read this one I thought "This is a very
relevant plot in view of the current events" and I must admit I made the mistake of thinking I knew
where it was going. I was wrong! It has some cunning twists that took me by surprise.I quickly
empathised with the main character, Gabriel Wolfe, and wondered how the heck he was going to
get out of the sticky situation he got himself into with the best of intentions. I won't spoil the story
by telling you how - or even IF - he got out of it.The only thing I disliked about the book was the
language at the start - I felt it was not necessary and it nearly made me stop reading. Glad I
didn't though 'cause I would have missed out on a brilliant read.Looking forward to the next book
about this interesting character and plan to catch up on the previous two.”

Richard Cole, “Gabriel, The Avenging Archangel.. A hundred miles an hour adventure tale which
starts with a suicide bombing of a London bus.On a trail of vengeance Gabriel travels for and
wide to avenge these deaths and nearly becomes a victim himself in the hands a pseudo
religious cult, which has death at its heart.The tension lasts throughout this well told tale. You'll
find it hard to put it down.”

Big Harry, “Don't be afraid of this big, bad Wolfe!. This is the third book in the Gabriel Wolfe
series and it is the best so far. If you've already read the first the first two books in the series,
you'll enjoy this (and if you haven't, do yourself a favour and sign up to Andy's mailing list - via his
website: Andy Maslen .Com - and get the first book for free).The Gabriel Wolfe series would suit
readers who've enjoyed Lee Child's 'Jack Reacher', Mark Dawson's 'John Milton', Robert
Ludlum's 'Jason Bourne' and, of course, Ian Fleming's James Bond books. Regarding character,
Wolfe is clearly a hybrid of Bond and Reacher.Although Maslen is relatively new to the thriller
writer scene, he has spent many years working as a professional copywriter, and it shows*; his
prose is crisp and well polished but never overworked. The characters have real depth and
authenticity to them, and the locations are well chosen and skillfully portrayed. The story is well-
paced, and it builds to a steady crescendo (with a very satisfying twist in the end) as Maslen
takes the right amount of time to let us get to know the characters and show us around Wolfe's
world, without losing the reader's attention. The bad guy in this book is a real piece of work, and
if you're anything like me, you soon be screaming for Wolfe to throttle the life out of him. Maslan's
'Condor' is a solid four-star read, which I'd happily recommend to thriller readers. (As a
reference, I usually reserve the full five stars for books such as 'The Shawshank Redemption',
'The Road' and anything by Charles Dickens.) Great Work, Andy.*I was considering how much
thought Maslen put into selecting the protagonist's name - Gabriel Wolfe: Gabriel, God's special
messenger = Good; Wolf[e]: A skilled hunter, supremely dangerous and often quite deadly =
Bad. Traits which are ever present in the man himself****Gabriel Wolfe, not Andy Maslen******I
hope!”

Paul Smith, “Andy Maslen has created a gem of a character.. Oh! I love this series. Gabriel's



latest excursion dealing with terrorism and a religious cult is thrilling from the very first chapter
until the last. Andy Maslen has created a gem of a character and I hope it won't be too long
before I get the chance to continue reading about him. I love out of nowhere how the plot
develops and surprises. No spoilers from me. Just go ahead and read for yourself. You won't
regret it!”

H V Sherborne, “Another gripping thriller to get immersed in!. I bought this book to take on my
summer holidays after reading the first two Gabriel Wolfe thrillers. I thought to myself "I'll just
read the first chapter and save the rest for when I'm away." Maybe you can guess - I couldn't put
it down! The pace of the narrative is fantastic and draws you right on to the next chapter. I really
like the way Andy Maslen creates his locations. Whether the hero is in Oxford Street or in the
jungle or the English countryside, he somehow manages to conjure up all the sights, sounds
and smells to convince you it's real. I also am impressed with the amount of research that goes
into the Gabriel Wolfe books to make them authentic. I happen to know quite a bit about PTSD,
and the way Maslen weaves the symptoms in is spot on. For me, sometimes the graphic
violence is quite strong but it's realistically part of the storyline so I grit my teeth and keep
reading. If you love a good action thriller, I can totally recommend Condor.”
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